Bad Frog! Crossword

Clues

Across
4 Small turtle
6 Terriers are a type of ___
7 Feline pet that likes catching mice!
9 It might be a billy or a nanny
11 This dog looks woolly!
12 This small pet might like a wheel
15 Snakes and lizards are kinds of ___
18 Baby cat
19 A blob of frogspawn is a frog’s ___
20 You could keep fish in this

Down
1 Animal doctor
2 Iguanas and geckos are ___
3 Tiny rodent
4 A Manx cat doesn’t have one
5 Rabbit with soft silky fur
8 A pair means ___
10 Grown up
11 Talking bird
12 Home for a rabbit or guinea-pig
13 Hair on a horse’s head
14 A snake has a forked ___
16 Small horse
17 A baby sheep
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